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Molecular simulations
Graphics packages are great for
visualizing biological molecules, but
they don’t tell you much about how
they change when they’re in action.
To see the behaviour of molecules,
you need molecular simulations.
Molecular dynamics uses detailed
physical models to produce a movie
of the molecule in motion. A
newcomer to simulation
methodology might need an online
lesson such as that provided at the
site of the NIH Center for Molecular
Modeling (CMM). Their
Introduction to Macromolecule
Simulation presents theoretical and
practical aspects of the classical
methods used — including molecular
dynamics simulation, so-called
Monte Carlo simulation, simulated
annealing and normal-mode
(harmonic) analysis — and discusses
their shortcomings.
The CMM site also includes the
Universal Molecular Modeling
Software List, a good starting point
from which to find appropriate
simulation (and other) software.
Many university groups provide
their software free for non-profit
(academic) users, and also make it
available for purchase through
companies. Examples include
MOLDY, TINKER, GROMOS, X-PLOR and
AMBER, but there are many more.
To keep yourself up to date with
new software, you could subscribe to
the CPC Program Library —
associated with the Computer Physics
Communication journal from Elsevier
Science. The library holds more than
1500 refereed computer programs, in
a variety of programming languages,
each with a concise program
summary. The software is available
electronically, or by CD-ROM.
More technical information on the
theory and methodology of molecular
dynamics — including discussion of
variables such as temperature,
pressure and stress — can be found at
one of the DISCOVER program sites.
For links to other useful sites, try the
Molecular Dynamics Related
Resources and Information page
maintained by The Boston University
Center for Computational Science.
The list features software sites,
including the MDBNCH molecular
dynamics benchmark site, tutorial
sites and researchers’ home pages.
There’s no better place to learn
more about Monte Carlo simulations
than the Molecular Monte Carlo
Home Page, sponsored by the Cooper
Union Department of Chemistry.
This provides links to tutorials,
conferences, journals and reference
databases, software and numerical
tools, and more. And if you want to try
controlling a simulation, a live two-
dimensional Monte Carlo simulation
can be accessed — by anyone running
X-windows — at Kark Runge’s site.
An interface window allows you to
control the simulation conditions.
Simulations can be used for many
things, including the prediction of
effects on peptide structure when
alternative amino acids are
introduced in site-specific mutation
studies, which is useful in directing
design strategies. As an introduction,
Stuart Green at the University of
Leeds Department of Chemistry has
developed a web ‘lecture’ showing
the application of Monte Carlo and
molecular dynamics technology to
computer-aided drug design. The
lecture also points out some of the
limitations of simulations, and
provides a reminder that the real
predictive value of specific
simulations (and the software
packages used) must be evaluated in
the context of experimental data.
The Theoretical Biophysics
Group based at the University of
Illinois at Urbana–Champaign has
developed a molecular dynamics
facility that combines access to their
software with examples of the
resulting simulations — and the
theoretical work is complemented by
experimental collaborations. Their
movie gallery includes simulations of
the association/dissociation of
enzyme–substrate and
ligand–receptor complexes, with
discussions of the impact of the
simulations on knowledge of the
system under study.
This is a field in which things are
definitely moving, and the internet is
the ideal medium for keeping up
with the movers and shakers.
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NIH Center for Molecular Modeling (CMM) http://cmm.info.nih.gov/modeling/
MOLDY http://www.earth.ox.ac.uk/~keith/moldy.html
TINKER http://dasher.wustl.edu/tinker/
GROMOS http://igc.ethz.ch/gromos/
X-PLOR http://xplor.csb.yale.edu/xplor.html
AMBER http://www.amber.ucsf.edu/amber/
CPC Program Library http://www.cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/cpc/
The DISCOVER Program — Documentation
http://www.nchc.gov.tw/RESEARCH/Chem/doc/discover/Disco_Home.html
Molecular Dynamics Related Resources and Information http://ccs.bu.edu/research/md/md.html
Molecular Monte Carlo Home Page http://www.cooper.edu/engineering/chemechem/monte.html
Live 2D Monte Carlo Simulation http://jfku.edu/~runge/Misc/sim2d.html
Computer-Aided Drug Design http://chem.leeds.ac.uk/Project/Teaching/cadd.html
Theoretical Biophysics Group http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/
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